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DECISION (Order and Reasons) 

 

Summary: Objection to first respondent’s name OPEN SERVE under s 160 of the 

Companies Act 71 of 2008 (the Act) –  based on s 11(2)(a)(iii), (b)(iii) and (c)(i) of the 

Act, that the name is the same as and/or is confusingly similar to applicant’s trade mark 

OPENSERVE, and/or denotes an association between applicant and first respondent –  

held: application granted on grounds based on s 11(2)(a)(iii) and (b)(iii) – parties 

requested to file written argument, after the hearing, on the Tribunal’s jurisdiction to 

direct second respondent (CIPC) to replace first respondent’s name with its registration 

number – held: on the basis of a High Court order in an unrelated matter that CIPC is to 

replace first respondent’s name with its registration number should first respondent 

default in compliance; held: first respondent is to pay costs of application, save for others.    

 

Khashane La M. Manamela 
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“Bee to the blossom, moth to the flame;  

Each to his passion; what’s in a name?” 

 

- Vanity of Vanities, by Helen Hunt Jackson 

 

Introduction  

[1] This application is about the company name “OPEN SERVE” and the trade mark 

“OPENSERVE”. But the issues in the application are not limited to just the name and the 

trade mark. The issues, actually, transcend names and marks, to include the jurisdiction 

of this Tribunal to make an order for the substitution of a company’s unique registration 

number for its company name.  

 

[2] The primary origin of this application is section 160(1)1 of the Companies Act 71 

of 2008 (the Companies Act). The applicant, Telkom SA SOC Limited, described as “a 

leading information and communications technology service provider”,2 approached this 

Tribunal to object to the use of the name OPEN SERVE by the first respondent, Open 

Serve (Pty) Limited. The applicant contends that the first respondent’s name does not 

satisfy the requirements of section 11(2)(a)(iii); 11(2)(b)(iii) and 11(2)(c)(i)3 of the 

Companies Act with regard to its registered trade mark OPENSERVE. The first 

respondent denies that its name offends the Companies Act. In the first respondent’s view 

the fact that it was incorporated prior to the registration of the impugned trade mark is 

decisive of this matter.  

                                                 
1 Section 160(1) of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 (the Companies Act) reads in the material part: “A 

person to whom a notice is delivered in terms of [the Companies] Act with respect to …the registration of a 

company’s name, or any other person with an interest in the name of a company, may apply to the 

Companies Tribunal in the prescribed manner and form for a determination whether the name, … 

registration or use of the name … satisfies the requirements of [the Companies] Act.” 
2 Par 5.1 of the founding affidavit on indexed p 7. 
3 See par [12] below, for a reading of the material part of s 11(2) of the Companies Act. 

https://www.poetrynook.com/poet/helen-hunt-jackson
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[3] The opposed matter came before me on 19 January 2021 in a virtual or video-link 

hearing. Ms L Kilmartin appeared, as counsel, for the applicant and Mr C Mosala 

appeared, as counsel, for the first respondent. The Companies and Intellectual Property 

Commission (the CIPC) was joined as the second respondent at the beginning of the 

hearing.4 This was based on an unopposed joinder application by the applicant in 

response to a preliminary objection for non-joinder of the CIPC by the first respondent. 

But the CIPC, despite being served with the joinder application, did not take part in these 

proceedings. However, for convenience, henceforth the CIPC will be referred to in this 

decision as the CIPC and the first respondent, Open Serve, simply as the respondent. This 

approach was also followed at the hearing. After listening to the submissions by both 

counsel I reserved the handing down of this decision. However, I requested that counsel 

file supplementary written argument on the issue of the jurisdiction of this Tribunal 

contained or implicated in one of the applicant’s requests or prayers. The applicant 

requests that, in the event it is successful with its objection to the respondent’s name, the 

CIPC be directed to substitute the respondent’s registration number for its name. I had 

expressed a preliminary view during the hearing that this Tribunal lacks jurisdiction in 

this regard, but wanted the issue fully dealt with. I am grateful to both counsel for 

acceding to the request. 

 

Applicant’s case 

General 

[4] The applicant seeks – in terms of this application – that the respondent’s name 

OPEN SERVE be pronounced to be unsatisfactory of the requirements of section 

                                                 
4 Transcript of the Tribunal’s hearing at p 7, lines 7-12. 
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11(2)(a); 11(2)(b) and/or 11(2)(c)(i)5 of the Companies Act. The applicant complains that 

the name offends these provisions when viewed against its registered trade mark 

OPENSERVE. A brief narration of the background to this matter is necessary before 

discussing the merits of the applicant’s case. I deal with this first before turning to other 

issues. 

 

Brief background (as narrated by the applicant) 

[5] The applicant was incorporated on 30 September 1991. In October 2015 the 

applicant redesigned its wholesale and network division. From this exercise a distinct 

business unit emerged called OPENSERVE. This division is described as “the 

Applicant’s wholesale and network division, which provides wholesale products and 

services to other licenced telecommunications service providers through an open access 

network”.6 In July 2015 the applicant lodged the applications for the registration of the 

mark OPENSERVE and other related marks, as trade marks. I hasten to mention that the 

respondent was incorporated on 18 July 2017. The mark OPENSERVE was registered as 

a trade mark on dates ranging from 30 March 2018 onwards. Two things are important to 

note here. First, the applications for registration of the mark OPENSERVE as a trade 

mark were made in July 2015, evidently, before the registration of the respondent’s name 

in 2017. Second, the trade mark was registered in 2018, evidently, after the incorporation 

of the respondent in 2017. The trade mark will be in force until 2025. It is submitted that 

the applicant’s business relating to the business unit OPENSERVE has had a major 

contribution towards the turnover of the Telkom group of companies, reported to be at 

                                                 
5 See par [12] below, for a reading of the material part of s 11(2) of the Companies Act. 
6 Founding affidavit at par 5.1 at indexed p 7. 
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R43 billion in 2019. As at 31 March 2019, it is submitted that over 2.8 million premises 

were connected with fibre and the applicant had “an active mobile subscriber base of 12 

million South Africans”.7 

 

[6] The applicant says in October 2019 it was alerted by its attorneys to the existence 

of the respondent. Evidently, this was over two years after the respondent had been 

registered on 18 July 2017. But, it is my view that the unawareness or lack of knowledge 

of the existence of the respondent cannot be faulted on the applicant. After the applicant 

became aware of the existence of the respondent, it says it could do nothing about the 

name as the respondent was in the process of being deregistered by the CIPC due to the 

failure to file annual returns. This was corrected by the respondent in February and July 

2020, when the annual returns were duly filed with the CIPC.  

 

[7] During March 2020 the applicant – through its attorneys – pursued some 

discussions with the respondent – through its sole director, Mr Frederick Mojeremane 

Manamela. The applicant’s counsel – in jest, she pointed out – pondered about the 

similarities between my surname and that of the respondent’s director.8 I confirmed that 

we are unrelated and he is also unknown to me.9 According to the applicant, Mr 

Manamela confirmed the involvement of the respondent in the telecommunications 

industry. He also mentioned that he was contacted by a number of customers of the 

applicant, ostensibly confusing the respondent with the applicant. He is also said to have 

undertaken to transfer the respondent’s name to the applicant. But, once he retained 

                                                 
7 Founding affidavit at pars 5.6-5.7, indexed p 12. 
8 Transcript on p 25, lines 2-14. 
9 Transcript on p 25, lines 9-11. 
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attorneys, he changed tack. His attorneys informed their counterpart for the applicant that 

he had no intention of parting ways with the company name. A formal letter of demand 

for the respondent to cease and desist using the impugned name, was to no avail. 

Eventually, this application was launched. I find that the applicant has shown good cause 

regarding the timing of the bringing of this application.  

 

Respondent’s name does not satisfy the requirements of the Companies Act 

[8] The applicant’s case is that the applicant’s trade mark OPENSERVE and the 

respondent’s name OPEN SERVE look the same;10 that, the respondent’s name is 

confusingly similar to its trade mark,11 and/or that, the respondent’s name falsely implies 

or suggests or is such as would reasonably mislead a person to believe incorrectly that the 

respondent is part of or associated with the applicant.12  

 

[9] It is submitted on behalf of the applicant that the open space or gap between the, 

first word, “OPEN” and, the second word, “SERVE”, in the respondent’s name does not 

make any difference in the sameness of the name with the applicant’s trade mark. The 

applicant’s trade mark “OPENSERVE”, notably, is constituted by one word. The 

applicant further submits that the respondent’s name is confusingly similar to its trade 

mark. Also, that the respondent would like to take advantage of the applicant’s trade 

mark, which has since gained some reputation and goodwill. 

 

 

                                                 
10 Section 11(2)(a)(iii). 
11 Section 11(2)(b)(iii). 
12 Section 11(2)(c)(i)). 
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Respondent’s case  

[10] The respondent, as already indicated, was incorporated on 18 July 2017. The 

essence of the respondent’s case is that nothing in law prevents its name from existing 

side by side with the applicant’s trade mark. Further, that as the applicant’s trade mark 

was only registered after the respondent was incorporated, the trade mark is incapable of 

offering protection against a pre-existing company name. Besides, the applicant could 

also have pre-empted the current situation by registering the name “OPENSERVE” either 

as a defensive name or a company name, the respondent argues. But the applicant – to its 

peril - opted to only register a trade mark.  

 

[11] The respondent’s sole director disputed that he ever undertook – on behalf of the 

respondent - to relinquish rights relating to the respondent’s company name. He also 

denies the content of the communications he allegedly had with the applicant’s attorneys 

of record. However, the respondent admits that it had received a letter from a third party 

entity which had confused the respondent with the applicant. The respondent denies that 

this aspect is material for the current application. It is argued that one consumer in 3 

years who “has mistakenly contacted the Respondent assuming the latter to be the 

Applicant” is a “clear proof that consumers / customers of the Applicant are not confused 

in anyway by the two names”.13 I must immediately point out the applicant’s reply to this 

that neither the Companies Act nor the Trade Marks Act 194 of 1993 requires evidence 

of actual confusion, let alone numerous examples of same. A lone consumer who is 

actually confused suffices, the applicant concludes.  

 

                                                 
13 Answering affidavit at par 17, indexed p 159. 
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Submissions and applicable legal principles (discussed) 

[12] The applicant’s case is founded upon three pivots resting on the provisions of 

section 11(2)(a)(iii), 11(2)(b)(iii) and 11(2)(c)(i) of the Companies Act. Section 11(2) of 

the Companies Act reads in the material part: 

  

“(2) The name of a company must- 

(a) not be the same as - 

…  

iii) a registered trade mark belonging to a person other than the company, or a mark in 

respect of which an application has been filed in the Republic for registration as a trade 

mark or a well-known trademark as contemplated in section 35 of the Trade Marks Act, 

1993 (Act No. 194 of 1993), unless the registered owner of that mark has consented in 

writing to the use of the mark as the name of the company; or 

… 

(b) not be confusingly similar to a name, trade mark, mark …. contemplated in paragraph 

(a) unless - 

… 

(iii) in the case of a name similar to a trade mark or mark referred to in paragraph (a)(iii), 

the company is the registered owner of the … trade mark or mark, or is authorised by the 

registered owner to use it; or 

… 

(c) not falsely imply or suggest, or be such as would reasonably mislead a person to 

believe incorrectly, that the company- 

(i) is part of, or associated with, any other person or entity …” 

 

[underlining added for emphasis] 

 

Section 11(2)(a)(iii) of the Companies Act 

[13] The first pivot is premised on section 11(2)(a)(iii). On this ground the applicant 

submits that its trade mark OPENSERVE is the same as or identical to the respondent’s 

name OPEN SERVE. This is so, despite the existence of a gap or space between the two 

words (i.e. “OPEN” and “SERVE”) constituting the respondent’s name. The applicant’s 

counsel submitted that distinguishing the trade mark from the company name by virtue of 

the gap or space between the two words in the name would be absurd. I agree. Therefore, 
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subject to what is still to be said below, the respondent’s name, which is the same as the 

applicant’s trade mark, appears not to be satisfactory of the requirements of section 

11(2)(a)(iii).  

 

Section 11(2)(b)(iii) of the Companies Act 

[14] I somewhat deem it necessary to proceed to the second pivot in the applicant’s 

case based on confusing similarity. This is envisaged by the provisions of section 

11(2)(b)(iii). On this ground or pivot, it is submitted that the respondent’s name is 

confusingly similar to the applicant’s trade mark. There is already evidence of actual 

confusion as manifested by the letter received by the respondent from a third party 

consumer who had confused the respondent with the applicant. I agree. With this finding 

on the second pivot there is no need to proceed and determine applicant’s case based on 

section 11(2)(c)(i).  

 

[15] The respondent had submitted that it has acquired the rights to its name prior to 

the applicant registering its trade mark. I deal with this next for completeness. 

 

Registration of the respondent’s name before the applicant’s trade mark 

[16] To recap the respondent was incorporated on 18 July 2017. But the applicant had 

already applied for the registration of the mark OPENSERVE, as a trade mark, in July 

2015. To be exact the applications were made on 21 and 27 July 2015.14  

 

                                                 
14 Annexures “C1” to “C6” to the founding affidavit, indexed pp 32-43. 
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[17] Section 11(2)(a)(iii) of the Companies Act provides protection to “a mark in 

respect of which an application has been filed in the Republic for registration as a trade 

mark”. [my emphasis]. Therefore, as the application for the registration of the applicant’s 

trade mark or mark was filed almost two years before the respondent was incorporated, 

the trade mark trumps the company name. This is so, despite the trade mark having been 

registered only later. These conclude this issue.  

 

[18] The next issue to consider is whether this Tribunal has jurisdiction to direct the 

CIPC to substitute the respondent’s registration number for its company name. As stated 

above, I had requested counsel to address this issue separately in supplementary written 

argument, after the hearing. I deal with the issue next 

 

Does this Tribunal have jurisdiction to order substitution of the respondent’s 

registration number for the respondent’s company name? 

  

[19] I mentioned during the hearing that I held a preliminary view - from my reading 

of the Companies Act - that this Tribunal lacks jurisdiction to direct the CIPC to 

substitute the respondent’s registration number for its company name (the Substitution 

Jurisdiction Issue). But, I have firmly held - in other decisions of this Tribunal - that there 

is no such jurisdiction.  

 

[20] The applicant, including its counsel, appear to be of the view that I have been 

always wrong in my holding. Perhaps, counsel for the applicant, with respect, is unaware 

of the fact that in all these matters were I expressed a firm view there was never any 

submissions as to Substitution Jurisdiction Issue. In the matters, including the one heavily 
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relied upon by the applicant’s counsel in this matter, Comair Limited v Kulula Tours 

Limited & Another (Comair)15 all what was included in the papers filed with this Tribunal 

were prayers or requests for such an order to be made. In Comair any motivation for the 

order only surfaced in the review application. I will return to this aspect in a moment. 

 

[21] In my view, this matter presented the first opportunity for the Substitution 

Jurisdiction Issue to be reasonably dealt with. Again, I respectfully reiterate my gratitude 

to counsel and the parties for comprehensively dealing with the issue in their filed 

supplementary written argument. I deal with the submissions made under self-

explanatory subheadings. 

 

Submissions on behalf of the applicant (on the Substitution Jurisdiction Issue) 

[22] The applicant’s case on the Substitution Jurisdiction Issue is that this Tribunal 

indeed has the requisite jurisdiction to order that a respondent’s name be replaced with its 

registration number.  To facilitate the discussion, I would attempt to deal with the issue 

under three rubrics: (a) the high court judgment relating to Comair; (b) section 14 of the 

Companies Act, and (c) other statutory provisions. But this categorisation – although 

facilitative of the discussion - may prove to be artificial. Overlapping amongst the issues 

seems unavoidable. 

 

Comair Judgment 

[23] I had the privilege of authoring the decision of this Tribunal in Comair. But as I 

have already mentioned there was nothing significant in the papers filed with this 

                                                 
15 Comair Limited v Kulula Tours Limited & Another, Companies Tribunal Case Number: 

CT00144ADJ2019, 31 October 2019. 
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Tribunal on the Substitution Jurisdiction Issue. I deem it necessary to state that only the 

following appeared in the papers filed with this Tribunal in Comair: 

 

[23.1]    In Form CTR 142 (i.e. notice of motion) dated 30 August 2019: 

 

“The Applicant requests that the Tribunal grant the following relief: 

   … 

3. that the Registrar of Companies be directed to change the 

name of the Respondent to its registration number, in the 

event of the Respondent not complying with paragraph 2 

above within 60 days of this order…” 

 

 [23.2] In paragraph 8 of the founding affidavit of Mr Derek Henry Borer, 

deposed to on 21 August 2019, attached to Form CTR 142:  

 

“The Companies Tribunal is therefore respectfully requested to 

make the following determination in terms of Section 160(3)(a) of the 

Act: 

… 

 

8.3 that the Registrar of Companies be directed to change the name 

of the First Respondent to the registration number, in the event of 

the Respondent not complying with paragraph 2 above within 60 

days from the date of this order...” 

 

[23.3] In Form CTR 145 (i.e. request for the default order), dated 19 October 

2019: 

“The Party named above requests that the Tribunal grant the following 

relief: 

   … 

   3. that the Registrar of Companies be directed to change 

the name of the Respondent to its registration number, in 

the event of the Respondent not complying with 

paragraph 2 above within 60 days of this order…”  
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 [23.4] In paragraph 4.7 of the affidavit (also labelled founding affidavit) of Mr 

Gerard Muller du Plessis, deposed to on 21 October 2019, attached to Form CTR 

145:  

“…The Applicant, therefore, respectfully requests that the Registrar of 

Companies be directed to change the name of the First Respondent to its 

registration number, in the event of the First Respondent not complying 

with the order to change its name within 60 days of service of the order.” 

 

 [23.5] Paragraph 5.3 of the Mr Du Plessis’ affidavit repeats what is stated in 

paragraph 4.7 (appearing in par [23.4] above) and Form CTR 145 (appearing in 

par [23.3] above). 

[24] The above passages constitute all there was before this Tribunal in Comair on 

the Substitution Jurisdiction Issue. I declined to grant an order in this regard, including 

for the reason that the CIPC had not been adequately served with the papers in the 

application. The decision was taken on review to the Gauteng Division, Pretoria of the 

High Court. The registrar of this Tribunal, in terms of standing policy, advised the Court 

that the Tribunal would abide the decision of the Court. But I am not aware of what was 

the position with the CIPC and the other primary respondent whose name was the 

subject-matter. Where they notified of the review? Did they participate in the review 

proceedings?  

 

[25] In the course of time I became aware that on 20 May 2020, an order was granted 

by the Honourable Mbongwe AJ (the Mbongwe Order) in terms of which, among others, 

the following was ordered: 
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“It is declared that the Third Respondent is empowered to make an 

administrative order directing the Second Respondent to change the name of a 

company to its registration number, upon failure of the relevant company to 

change its name in accordance with an order made by the Third Respondent.” 

 

[26] The above passage or quoted term from the Mbongwe Order, with respect, raises 

many issues than answers, for me. It is for these reasons that I had expected to be filed 

the transcript of the Court proceedings surrounding the Mbongwe Order. I am to date not 

aware of the reasons for the Mbongwe Order and, therefore, I remain with some 

unanswered questions, including the following. First, in terms of which provision of the 

Companies Act or the Companies Regulations, 2011 is this Tribunal “empowered” or 

derives the so-called “empowerment”? Second, can a declaration of facts be made on the 

basis of facts that do not form part of the review record and, therefore, being raised for 

the first time on review? Third, is the declaration binding on this Tribunal in all matters 

despite the variance in circumstances or facts of a matter from those in the Comair matter 

before Mbongwe AJ? 

 

[27] Counsel for the applicant in the current matter before this Tribunal submits that 

she appeared before Mbongwe AJ on review of the Comair decision. She points out that 

she presented oral argument to the Court on the merits of the application and, therefore, 

the order was not simply granted. Further, she submits that the declaratory order or the 

Mbongwe Order was not limited to the Comair matter before the Court, but “was sought 

to clarify the legal position due to the uncertainty that existed in practice and the fact that 

some members of the Honourable Tribunal were willing to grant the relevant order and 

others were not”. I have no reason to doubt these submissions. But, how do you “clarify 
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the legal position” only from a perspective of one party. With respect, the Court could 

even have solicited participation of other persons or entities, such as the Legal Practice 

Council, as amici curiae, to get a balanced view. 

 

[28] Be that as it may, I have now applied my mind to the Mbongwe Order. I am 

even more than before convinced – with respect - that it is erroneous. But, purely on the 

basis that it is a judgment of the High Court, I consider no room to exist for this Tribunal 

or myself, despite my lingering lamentations, to do anything that would be contrary or 

constitute contempt of the Mbongwe Order.  This is so to the extent that the terms of the 

Mbongwe Order are binding. I agree with counsel for the applicant that as long as the 

Mbongwe Order has not been set aside it is binding on the CIPC and this Tribunal. But I 

do not agree that the filing of a notice of intention to abide the outcome of the Court 

process by this Tribunal took the issue further. Notice to abide, with respect, is not the 

same as consent to judgment of the adjudicating forum. It does not absolve the 

adjudicating forum, in this regard the High Court, from determining the matter on its 

merits. The same applies to non-opposition of a matter. Non-appearance of a party in 

Court, for example, could be due to a number of reasons or considerations, especially 

financial ones. Financial considerations are what influenced the policy of this Tribunal of 

not participating in court reviews. This should explain the absence of this Tribunal from 

the Comair review. Nevertheless, any adjudicating forum is still bound to determine the 

unopposed matter and may not just sanction or capitulate to the relief sought by the 

appearing party. I will proceed to discuss the applicant’s case on the Substitution 

Jurisdiction Issue based on section 14 of the Companies Act, and the other provisions. 
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Section 14 of the Companies Act 

[29] It is a matter of public record that substitution of a company’s registration 

number for its name is being ordered by some of my fellow members of this Tribunal 

under section 14(2)(b)(i) of the Companies Act. I have clearly opined in other decisions 

that this provision is incompetent to grant the purported jurisdiction.  

 

[30] Section 14 clearly deals with registration of companies. Criteria for names and 

reservation of names are dealt with elsewhere, including primarily under sections 11 and 

12 of the Companies Act. Section 14(2) does not per se deal with company names. It 

does not deal with the jurisdiction of this Tribunal either, but that of the CIPC.  

 

[31] But even with the CIPC what is stated as competencies of the CIPC under 

section 14(2)(b)(i) are only relevant when the CIPC is “taking the steps set out in 

subsection (1)(b)” [my emphasis]. For that purpose, the CIPC must use the company’s 

registration number. The steps in section 14(1)(b) to be taken by the CIPC relate to 

entering prescribed information in the companies’ register; endorsing the Notice of 

Incorporation and, possibly, the Memorandum of Incorporation filed, and the issuance of 

registration certificates. Therefore, it remains my respectful view, that no matter how 

noble the intentions of utilising this provision to address the Substitution Jurisdiction 

Issue, decisions grounded on this provision, are erroneous. 

 

Other Statutory Provisions 

(a) Section 160(3)(b)(ii) of the Companies Act 

[32] The applicant further contends that the powers afforded this Tribunal under 
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section 160(3)(b)(ii)16 of the Companies Act to make an administrative order subject to 

“any conditions that the Tribunal considers just, equitable and expedient in the 

circumstances” are wide enough to include the jurisdiction to direct the CIPC to change a 

contested company name to its registration number, in the event of a respondent company 

failing to change its name as ordered by this Tribunal. To achieve this, one is urged to 

employ the principles of interpretation provided in Natal Joint Municipal Pension Fund v 

Endumeni Municipality17  (Endumeni) regarding the words in section 160, so as to not 

end up with “insensible or unbusinesslike results or undermine the apparent purpose of 

the document”.18 I agree.  

 

[33] But the principles of interpretation in Endumeni, with respect, do not call for 

elevation of this Tribunal to the level of a court of law with inherent powers.19 I do not 

see how the conditions to be imposed when directing a company to choose a new name 

may include a substantial order to direct the CIPC to do something. The legislature 

clearly stated what this Tribunal can order the CIPC to do under section 160(3)(b)(i).  

Little wonder that the legislature is currently considering to add another subsection (i.e. 

                                                 
16 Section 160 of the Companies Act reads in the material part: “(1) A person to whom a notice is delivered 

in terms of this Act with respect to an application for reservation of a name…, or any other person with an 

interest in the name of a company, may apply to the Companies Tribunal in the prescribed manner and 

form for a determination whether the name, or the reservation, registration or use of the name…satisfies the 

requirements of this Act. (2) An application in terms of subsection (1) may be made- (a) within three 

months after the date of a notice contemplated in subsection (1), if the applicant received such a notice; or 

(b) on good cause shown at any time after the date of the reservation or registration of the name that is the 

subject of the application, in any other case. (3) After considering an application made in terms of 

subsection (1), and any submissions by the applicant and any other person with an interest in the name or 

proposed name that is the subject of the application, the Companies Tribunal- (a) must make a 

determination whether that name, or the reservation… of the name… satisfies the requirements of this Act; 

and  (b) may make an administrative order directing- (i) the Commission to - (aa) reserve a contested 

name…for the applicant...” [underlining added for emphasis] 
17 Natal Joint Municipal Pension Fund v Endumeni Municipality2012 (4) SA 593 (SCA) ([2012] 2 All SA 

262; [2012] ZASCA 13.  
18 Endumeni at par 18. 
19 Section 173 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996. 
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section 160(5)) to remedy the problem. The Companies Amendment Bill 2018, 

published20 on 21 September 2018, for comments suggests that the following be inserted 

as an amendment to section 160: 

 
“(5) Where the company fails to change the name in terms of the administrative 

order of the Companies Tribunal issued in terms of subsection 160(3)(b)(ii), 

the applicant may approach the Commission to substitute the name of the 

respondent with its company’s registration number followed by: Inc; (Pty) 

Ltd; SOC; or NPC.”. 

[34] If the provision or jurisdiction was already there in the current provisions of 

section 160 there would be no need for the legislature to insert a new provision. And if 

the proposed amendment was simply intended to bring about clarity, one would have 

expected that the unclear provision would be the one to be amended in order to clarify the 

position.  

 

(b) Sections 195(7) and 195(8) of the Companies Act  

[35] Sections 195(7) and 195(8) of the Companies Act21 provide that orders made by 

this Tribunal are binding on the CIPC. It is for this reason submitted that the authority or 

binding force of these provisions include an order directing the CIPC to change a 

contested name of a company to its registration number. This is only correct when 

considered that even orders wrongly made are binding until set aside. Therefore, I find no 

merit in the argument based on these provisions. 

 

                                                 
20 Government Gazette No. 41913, Government Notice No. 969, 21 September 2018, Department of Trade 

and Industry. 
21 Section 195 reads in the material part: “(7) A decision by the Companies Tribunal with respect to a 

decision of, or a notice or order issued by, the Commission is binding on the Commission, subject to any 

review by, or appeal to, a court. (8) An order of the Companies Tribunal may be filed in the High Court as 

an order of the court, in accordance with its rules. 
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Respondent’s case (on the Substitution Jurisdiction Issue) 

[36] The respondent’s case on the Substitution Jurisdiction Issue is that this Tribunal 

lacks jurisdiction to grant the impugned order. It is contended on behalf of the respondent 

that such an order would constitute overreaching or what is termed “an illegal 

interpretation” of section 160 of the Companies Act. 

 

[37] In support of its case the respondent referred to a number of authorities. The 

authorities cited by the respondent are criticised by the applicant. The criticism is partly 

based on the fact that the decisions included those authored by myself despite my 

preliminary view on the Substitution Jurisdiction Issue expressed during the hearing. I 

hasten to point out respectfully that this is an incorrect approach. Should my view have 

been final and not only preliminary, there would have been no purpose served by 

requesting the supplementary argument filed by the parties. This is so, unless I am 

accused of simply paying lip-service to the issue when my mind has been made all along, 

which is clearly not the case. I have been always open for persuasion on the Substitution 

Jurisdiction Issue, as I ought to be. Further, the applicant’s criticism is that the 

respondent’s reliance on those decisions is erroneous since the facts of this matter are 

distinguishable from the facts in those other matters on two grounds. First, due to the 

participation of legal representatives on the part of the respondent in this matter, whereas 

in the other matters the respondents were unrepresented. Second, the joinder of the CIPC, 

as a party to these proceedings, whereas the CIPC was not a party to the other matters. I 

cannot, but with respect, not miss the opportunity to comment on the palpable irony in 

this submission. Elsewhere the applicant urges this Tribunal to proudly embrace the 
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Mbongwe Order with its declaration of universal application to all matters before this 

Tribunal, but here we are urged to determine matters or pick authorities to be relied upon 

on the basis of the unique facts of a matter.  

 

[38] Regarding sections 160 and 14(2)(b)(i) of the Companies Act, it is submitted on 

behalf of the respondent that, these provisions do not, in any way, imbue this Tribunal 

with the power to issue “an additional order against the CIPC”, in the event that a party 

fails to heed – in the first place - a directive by this Tribunal. The respondent also pointed 

out another avenue available to an aggrieved party in the form of the right to approach a 

court to enforce an order of this Tribunal in the event of the defaulting party’s non-

compliance. I agree.  

 

Conclusion (and costs) 

[39] The rulings on the various prayers or requests by the applicant have already been 

made in favour of the applicant. Also I have no choice but to direct that the CIPC 

substitute the respondent’s registration number for its name. The latter ruling is made 

exclusively on the basis of the Mbongwe Order and not on the merits of this application. 

Therefore, the only issue remaining relates to costs of the application. 

 

[40] This Tribunal derives its competence to make cost orders from regulation 156 of 

the Companies Regulations.22 I am of the view that a costs order is warranted against the 

respondent in this matter. Although I agree with submissions by the respondent’s counsel 

                                                 
22 Regulation 156(1) of the Companies Regulations reads: “Upon making an order, the Tribunal may make 

an order for costs.” 
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that the respondent was not mala fide and had registered the impugned name in good 

faith, I think there was more than that. I can accept that at the beginning the respondent 

was unconvinced of the applicant’s rights to the trade mark. This may have been the case 

prior to the launching of this application. Once the application was launched and formal 

papers served on the respondent it ought to have been clear to the respondent, especially 

on the basis of the extracts from the trade mark register, that the applicant had long had 

rights to the mark or trade mark “OPENSERVE”. The applicant had clearly come up with 

the name or words OPENSERVE in July 2015. This was two years before the respondent 

was incorporated in July 2017. Therefore, from the date of receipt of the formal 

application issued with this Tribunal the respondent ought to have been aware that there 

was nothing else to do than to cease and desist in the use of the impugned name. Once it 

elected to oppose the application and even so on the basis of legal advice, it risked a costs 

order being made against it. The applicant cannot be left out of pocket under the 

circumstances of this matter. I will indeed order that the respondent be held liable for 

costs of this application, subject to what I have to say, next. 

 

[41] I will exclude two sets of activities or attendances from the costs order, hinted 

above. First, to avoid doubt, the applicant would not be entitled to costs of the unopposed 

joinder application. Second, I will exclude the activities relating to the furnishing of the 

supplementary heads of argument exchanged and filed after the hearing of this matter on 

19 January 2021. I do not consider it in the interests of justice for the respondent to be 

mulcted with these costs. In fact, these costs were at the instance of this Tribunal. 
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Effectively this means that each party is to bear its own costs in the latter regard. I 

proceed to make the relevant orders. 

 

Order 

[42] For the reasons appearing above, the following order is made: 

a) that, the Companies and Intellectual Property Commission (the CIPC) is 

joined as the second respondent in this application, with no order made as 

to costs; 

b) that, the first respondent’s registered company name “OPEN SERVE 

(PTY) LTD”, due to the inclusion of the words “OPEN” and “SERVE”, 

does not satisfy the requirements of sections 11(2)(a) and 11(2)(b) of the 

Companies Act 71 of 2008; 

c) that, the first respondent is directed to choose a new name and file a notice 

of amendment to its Memorandum of Incorporation reflecting a name 

which is satisfactory of the requirements of the Companies Act 71 of 

2008; 

d) that, the first respondent is directed to complete the activities ordered in c) 

hereof within 60 (sixty) business days from date of this order; 

e) that, (in terms of the order of the High Court of South Africa (Gauteng 

Division, Pretoria), Case Number 65895/2019, dated 20 May 2020 per 

Mbongwe AJ) in the event the first respondent fails to comply with c) 

hereof within the period stated in d) hereof, the second respondent, the 

Companies and Intellectual Property Commission (after receipt of a 
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statement under oath on behalf of the applicant confirming such failure on 

the part of the first respondent), substitute the first respondent’s 

registration number for the name or words OPEN SERVE in the 

respondent’s name OPEN SERVE (PTY) LTD, and 

f) the first respondent is liable for the costs of this application at the scale of 

party and party in terms of the tariffs of the High Court of South Africa, 

save for costs relating to the application for joinder of the CIPC and the 

activities or attendances relating to the furnishing of the post-hearing 

supplementary heads of argument. 

 

_________________________ 

Khashane La M. Manamela 

Member, Companies Tribunal 

12 March 2021 
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